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What Evidence

Do Evolutionists Give
for Common Descent?
Mark Bergemann
Evolutionists claim that plants, animals, and people share a common ancestor—a bacteria-like creature. They assert that people, carrots,
worms, and bacteria are “cousins.”1 What evidence do they present for
this stunning claim? Let’s look at the most common evidence presented
by evolutionists: in college biology textbooks (including those shown on
page 2), by the National Academy of Sciences (advisors to the US president), and by champions of evolution such as Richard Dawkins.
We can be certain that birds did not descend from dinosaurs—and
we can be certain that an ape-like creature is not our ancestor—because
God reveals in Scripture that He did not create that way. The historical
fact is that God created each kind of plant and animal during a six-day
period thousands of years ago. Our certainty is based on faith. Creation
is an article of faith and is believed based on faith. Hebrews 11:3 states,
“By faith we know that the universe was created by God’s word, so that
what is seen did not come from visible things.” That said, realizing the
weakness of evolutionary claims can help minimize any temptation for us
to think that God may have used billions of years of common descent to
create plants, animals, and us.

1 The National Academy of Sciences writes, “The millions of different species of
plants, animals, and microorganisms that live on earth today are related by descent from common ancestors—like distant cousins. …Though humans, fish, and
bacteria would seem to be so different as to defy comparison, they all share some
of the characteristics of their common ancestors.”
National Academy of Sciences, Teaching About Evolution and the Nature of Science, (Washington: The National Academies Press, 1998), 2. Free pdf at http://
nap.edu/5787 (accessed 06-27-22).
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In their attempt to show that common descent is true, evolutionists
point to many features of the natural world. These observations must be interpreted, and there are multiple conclusions that can be made. Evolutionists use many unprovable assumptions to narrow down possible conclusions. Evolutionists reject the possibility of a creator god, and they reject
the possibility of a global flood, before they examine any evidence—even
before they begin to make observations. Such unprovable presuppositions
force them to reject the true origin of life—the Creator God of Scripture.
Evolutionists then must choose between many false guesses for the origin
of life. We will see how that plays out in the rest of this article. To learn
more about the unprovable presuppositions on which evolution is based,
watch the 9-minute video “Part 6—A Christian Response” at www.LutheranScience.org/LBvideos, and read the winter 2021 LSI Journal (especially pages 21–23) at www.LutheranScience.org/2021winter.
As we examine the evidence for common descent, we will notice
that much of it is also evidence for biblical creation. Even books written
to defend evolution from 6-day creation,2 primarily provide evidence that
points to both evolution and to biblical creation.

Similar Body Parts
This is the first category of evidence we will examine in this article. Much of the evidence presented for the claim that common descent
is true involves the similarities between living things. Skeletal structures,
eyes and other organs, DNA, and so much more is very similar as we
compare animals with other animals—and as we compare animals with
people. These similarities are evidence for common descent, but they are
also evidence that God used a common design.
Evolutionists essentially say, “Common descent is true, and cre2 Such as the National Academy of Sciences (NAS) book, Science, Evolution,
and Creationism, the NAS book, Science and Creationism: A View from the National Academy of Sciences, and Richard Dawkins’ book, The Greatest Show on
Earth—The Evidence for Evolution, each of which is quoted later in this article.
6
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ation by kind is false, because all creatures have similar body parts.” The
weakness of this claim can be seen by noticing the exact opposite claim
can also be made, “Common descent is false, and creation by kind is true,
because all creatures have similar body parts.” Claims that can be turned
around like this are logically considered to be “arbitrary.” The claim is
based on subjective personal choice instead of being based on logic. It is
a type of circular reasoning.
The “similar body parts” claim is actually an error in reasoning (a
logical fallacy) called “begging the question.” It is perfectly valid for an
evolutionist—or a creationist—to point out the fact that there are similarities between the body parts of various creatures, but when you give that
as a reason why your claim is true, then you are “begging the question.”
You are essentially saying your claim is true because it is true. For more
about this logical fallacy, see “Begging the Question” on pages 14-20 in
the summer 2020 LSI Journal at www.LutheranScience.org/2020summer.
There are countless versions of the “similar body parts” claim.
Let’s examine a few of the most common ways evolutionists use this argument as evidence that common descent is true.

Similar Forelimb Bones
Possibly THE most frequently provided evidence for common
descent is to show that the forelimbs of several animals have the same
bones as a human arm. Six of the seven college biology textbooks in my
library—and both of my college textbooks on evolution—present such a
graphic as evidence of common descent. So do two books that the National Academy of Sciences wrote to defend evolution from creationist
claims.3, 4
3 National Academy of Sciences, Science and Creationism: A View from the National Academy of Sciences, 2nd ed., (Washington: The National Academies Press,
1999), 14. Free pdf at https://doi.org/10.17226/6024 (accessed 06-27-22).
4 National Academy of Sciences, Science, Evolution, and Creationism (Washington D.C.: The National Academies Press, 2008), 26. Free pdf at https://doi.
org/10.17226/11876 (accessed 06-27-22).
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You can see for yourself how this is presented in a free online
college biology textbook [footnote 5]. Section 11.3 of that textbook is
titled, “Evidence of Evolution,” where it presents the following forelimb
graphic and boldly claims the “similarity results from their origin in the
appendages of a common ancestor.” The textbook proclaims,
Another type of evidence for evolution is the presence of structures in organisms that share the same basic form. For example,
the bones in the appendages of a human, dog, bird, and whale all
share the same overall construction (Figure 11.11). That similarity results from their origin in the appendages of a common
ancestor. Over time, evolution led to changes in the shapes and
sizes of these bones in different species, but they have maintained
the same overall layout, evidence of descent from a common ancestor.5

5 Samantha Fowler, Rebecca Roush, and James Wise, Concepts of Biology
(Houston TX: OpenStax College of Rice University, 2013, web version updated
2020), section 11.3, page 267 in pdf downloaded May 25, 2022. Versions are regularly updated. Free pdf at https://openstax.org/details/books/concepts-biology
(accessed 06-27-22).
8
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When two different animals have a similar body part, evolutionists assume it is the result of either: 1) Those body parts evolving independently in two different animals (“convergent evolution” of “analogous
structures”), or 2) Those two animals descended from a common ancestor
(inheriting “homologous structures”). Evolutionists are forced by their
“no creator” assumption to reject a 3rd possibility―that God used a similar
body design when creating animals and people.

What Evidence Do Evolutionists Give?
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Figure 17.15 on the previous page is from a college biology textbook. The National Academy of Sciences presents the following graphic
and states,
6

The Bones in the forelimbs of terrestrial and some aquatic vertebrates are remarkably similar because they have all evolved from
the forelimbs of a common ancestor.7

Figure 21.14 on the next page is from yet another college biology
textbook. This textbook proposes a riddle that only a creationist can answer,
You can see in figure 21.14 how the bones of the forelimb have
been modified in different ways for different animals. Why should
these very different structures be composed of the same bones?
If evolution had not occurred, this would indeed be a riddle. But
when we consider that all of these animals are descended from a
common ancestor, it is easy to understand that natural selection
has modified the same initial starting blocks to serve very different
purposes.8

6 Sylvia S. Mader, Biology 9th ed. (New York: McGraw-Hill, 2008),296.
7 National Academy of Sciences, Science, Evolution, and Creationism (Washington D.C.: The National Academies Press, 2008), 26. Free pdf at https://doi.
org/10.17226/11876 (accessed 06-27-22).
8 Peter H. Raven et al., Biology, 8th ed. (New York: McGraw-Hill, 2008), 426.
10
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Of course, the answer to this riddle is that God used a common
design for these animals and people. An evolutionist cannot provide that
answer, because he has rejected the possibility that God created unrelated
kinds of creatures.

What Evidence Do Evolutionists Give?
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Why Do Evolutionists Think
Their Evidence Is Strong?
Evolutionists assume that life began and evolved naturally—without any involvement by a god.9 This unprovable presupposition leaves
evolutionists with two possibilities: 1) Life on Earth began only once, so
all plants, animals, and people have a common ancestor. 2) Life on Earth
began multiple times, so some creatures are not related.
When choosing between these two options, the fact that all creatures and people have similar body parts points to #1: All creatures have
a common ancestor. That is why evolutionists think that “similar body
parts” is strong evidence that all life evolved from the first life-form: a
bacteria-like creature. To an evolutionist, the 3rd choice (God created unrelated kinds of creatures) does not exist, because they rejected that option
before considering any evidence.
If you wish to understand why evolutionists present weak evidence, yet think they are presenting strong evidence, then this point is
essential. To an evolutionist, there are only choices 1 and 2 (life evolved
naturally without any involvement by a god). Choice 3 (God created unrelated kinds) does not exist.
When evolutionists present evidence for common descent, they
commonly present evidence that points to choice 1 (life evolved once)
and away from choice 2 (life evolved many times). Their evidence is
very strong for making the choice between #1 and #2, but that choice is a
false choice, because it rejects the true history of what actually happened
(choice 3—God created unrelated kinds).
When evolutionists present evidence that evolution is true, they
9 Of course, an atheist would assume this, but so do Christians who believe God
used evolution to create. Evolutionists (whether atheist, Christian, or other) allow only natural causes as they study/write the evolution story. No miracles are
allowed.
12
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are (in almost all cases) also claiming that the alternative (God created unrelated kinds) is false. The problem is that their evidence almost always
points to both choice 1 (life evolved once) and also to choice 3 (God created unrelated kinds). The evolutionist does not even notice this problem,
since to him choice 3 (God created unrelated kinds) does not exist.

Similar DNA
Another type of “similar body parts” evidence for common descent, is to point out the similarity of DNA between people, animals, and
plants. This may sound more impressive than the “similar forelimb” argument, but it is really the same argument in more technical terms. The
National Academy reports,
At the level of DNA, some genes that control the production of
biochemicals or chemical reactions that are essential for cellular
functioning show little variation across species that are only distantly related.
…By comparing the DNA sequences of two organisms, biologists
can uncover the genetic changes that have occurred since those
organisms shared a common ancestor. If two species have a relatively recent common ancestor, their DNA sequences will be more
similar than the DNA sequences for two species that share a distant common ancestor.
For example, the DNA sequences of humans, which vary to a
small degree among individuals and populations of people, on
average differ by just a few percent from those of chimpanzees,
reflecting our relatively recent common ancestry. But human
DNA sequences are increasingly different from those of the baboon, mouse, chicken, and puffer fish, reflecting our increasing
evolutionary distance from each of those organisms. Even greater
differences in DNA sequences are found when comparing humans
to flies, worms, and plants.

What Evidence Do Evolutionists Give?
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Yet similarities in DNA sequences can be seen across all living
forms, despite the amount of time that has elapsed since they had
common ancestors. Even humans and bacteria share some similarity in DNA sequences in certain genes, and these similarities
correspond to molecular systems with similar functions. Biological evolution thus explains why other organisms can be studied
to understand biological processes critical to human life. Indeed,
much of the biomedical research carried out today is based on the
biological commonalities of all living things.10
The National Academy is correct in stating, “At the level of DNA,
some genes that control the production of biochemicals or chemical reactions that are essential for cellular functioning show little variation across
species.” Then they add the false claim that these species (of plants, animals, and people) are “distantly related.”
God created cats, bats, rats—all animals and also people—to live
in a common environment (Earth), breath the same air, and digest the same
food (carbohydrates, proteins, and fats). It is not surprising that we find
many similarities between them. Animals and people also share many
similarities with plants—and even with bacteria!
On a cellular level, plants, animals, and people use many of the
same chemical and biological functions to grow and repair their bodies.
DNA is the detailed blueprint for building and maintaining everything in
one’s entire body. Plants, animals, and people need the same DNA blueprints to do the chemical and biological functions they share. That is why
plants, animals, and people have so much of the same DNA—because
they need it to live!
Since DNA is the blueprint for ones’ body, you would expect that
creatures that are more similar to each other would share more DNA, and
creatures that are less similar to each other would share less DNA. That
10 National Academy of Sciences, Science, Evolution, and Creationism (Washington D.C.: The National Academies Press, 2008), 6, 29-31. Free pdf at https://
doi.org/10.17226/11876 (accessed 06-27-22).
14
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is exactly what we find: Human DNA is relatively close in similarity to
chimpanzee DNA, less similar to chicken DNA, and even less similar to
worm DNA. Humans and chimpanzees need the DNA for hands—but
chickens and worms do not. Chickens need the DNA for wings and feathers—but humans, chimpanzees, and worms do not. The amount that DNA
is similar between various creatures simply reflects the similarities of the
body plan and bodily functions that those creatures share.
The Academy correctly points out that human DNA is most similar to chimpanzee DNA, less similar to chicken DNA, and even less similar to worm DNA. Then the Academy claims that is evidence of how DNA
changed as humans descended from the first life form—a bacteria-like
creature. The majority of the lengthy 250-word Academy quote above
makes this feeble claim, but that is the type of argument you are left with
when you reject the true origin of life (creation by kind).

Cladograms
Cladograms are family-tree-like diagrams used to classify plants
and animals by the similarity of their features (similarity in physical features and DNA). Such categorization can glorify God and help in our
study of God’s creation.
Sadly, evolutionists use cladograms as evidence to back up their
claim that a bacteria-like creature is the ancestor of all plants, animals, and
people. Evolutionists use cladograms to depict an imagined most recent
common ancestor of any two—living or extinct—life forms. Cladograms
are yet another version of the “similar body parts” argument that common
descent is true.
The National Academy of Sciences presents the following cladogram on page eight of its 70-page book, Science, Evolution, and Creationism.11 This cladogram depicts all tetrapods (all limbed vertebrates). Types
11 National Academy of Sciences, Science, Evolution, and Creationism (Washington D.C.: The National Academies Press, 2008), 8. Free pdf at https://doi.
org/10.17226/11876 (accessed 06-27-22).
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of tetrapod creatures are shown along the top of the cladogram (the Mammalia class is somewhat expanded, showing a few types of mammals).
The intersection of two lines shows the imagined most recent
common ancestor. The bottom of the cladogram depicts the imagined
“last common ancestor of all tetrapods.” Just above that, the lineage of
what would become reptiles and birds breaks to the left (dinosaurs would
be on this line but are not depicted in this particular cladogram). At that
same line intersection, all mammals are on the line going to the right.
There are no known creatures to place at the line intersections, as these
“last common ancestors” are all assumed to have existed. Why? Because,
if common descent is true, then they must have existed.

Just because we can draw a diagram showing similarities between
creatures does not mean God used evolution and common descent to create. God reveals in Scripture the true history of how He created.

16
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New Species
The second category of evidence we will examine involves new
species developing naturally. New species of plants and animals develop
all the time, but every new species is the same biblical kind as their ancestors. Evolutionists correctly point to example after example of new
species developing (within kind), and they wonder why creationists do not
see that as evidence of common descent.
Creationists know, based on clear Scripture, that new kinds have
never—and will never—develop naturally.12 God has commanded that
plants and animals reproduce according to their own kind, meaning that
new kinds never develop. [Side note: Scientists do not use the biblical
term “kind.” The biblical “kind” seems, for most kinds, closest to the scientific taxonomic rank of “family.”13 So the cat kind is probably the same
as the cat family (Felidae) and the dog kind is the dog family (Canidae).14]
Evolutionists think the many examples of new species (within
kind) developing in today’s world are strong evidence of common decent,
because evolutionists do not believe there is any barrier preventing a new
kind from developing. To an evolutionist, birds descending from dinosaurs is simply a long chain of small steps—new species producing new
species, etc. But if God has placed a barrier that prevents a new kind
descending from a different kind, then the fact that new species develop within their own kind is moot. We know that God has erected such
a barrier, so new species within kind is (to a creationist) worthless as
evidence for common descent, as it does not speak against the barrier.
12 Genesis 1:11–12, 20–21, 24–25.
13 How many biblical kinds are there? We do not know, but a very detailed and
recent estimate is that there were about 1,373 kinds of animals on Noah’s ark. Of
those 1,373 kinds, 627 are of the kinds that are still alive today, while 746 are of
extinct kinds like dinosaurs. This estimate of kinds is from the book: Craig Froman ed., How Many Animals Were on the Ark? (Green Forest AR: Master Books,
2016) 47. Details were published in eight or more technical papers by Answers
Research Journal between 2011–2015 at https://answersingenesis.org/answers/
research-journal/ (accessed 05-29-22).
14 Andrew A. Snelling ed., Extant Ark Kind—Mammalian and Avian Kinds, vol.
1, (Hebron KY: Answers in Genesis, 2018), 57, 59.
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Evolutionists claim the mechanism that enables extensive change,
such as birds descending from dinosaurs, is random mutations in DNA.
They claim that a long chain of such mutations would provide the ability
to gain new body parts—such as descendants of a scaly lizard gaining the
DNA information for feathers. That discussion is beyond the scope of this
article. If you wish to read a critique of these DNA claims, see the article
“Natural Selection” on pages 25-31 in the fall 2016 LSI Journal at www.
LutheranScience.org/2016fall. A 9-minute video is also available, “Part
7—Natural Selection,” at www.LutheranScience.org/LBvideos.

Darwin’s Finches
It is extremely common for evolutionists to use Darwin’s Galapagos finches as evidence that common decent is true—that all plants, animals, and people descended from the first living thing. All seven college
biology textbooks in my library present Darwin’s finches as evidence of
common descent. The National Academy of Sciences leads with three
pages devoted to Darwin’s finches in their book chapter titled, “Evidence
Supporting Biological Evolution.” 15
One college biology textbook has color sketches of all fourteen
Galapagos finch species and an imagined common ancestor—a finch.16 It
may be correct that all fourteen species of finch descended from one ancestral finch species. We started with finches and ended with finches. That
is change within biblical kind.

Similar DNA Errors
In their book written to show why evolution is true, the National Academy of Sciences reports how evolutionary biologists have deter15 National Academy of Sciences, Science and Creationism: A View from the National Academy of Sciences, 2nd ed., (Washington: The National Academies Press,
1999), 9–11. Free pdf at https://doi.org/10.17226/6024 (accessed 06-27-22).
16 Campbell and Reece, Biology (San Francisco: Pearson Benjamin Cumming,
2008), 17.
18
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mined that the 26 species of picture-winged drosophilid flies on the “Big
Island” of Hawaii descended from 19 colonizations by flies from other
islands of Hawaii.17 These evolutionary biologists are probably correct in
that conclusion, which they based on inherited DNA errors.
This is yet another version of the “new species” evidence for common descent. The Academies example shows that 19 species of drosophilid flies evolved into 26 species of drosophilid flies through natural
selection.

Convergent Evolution
Another reason often given as proof of common decent is “convergent evolution.” When evolutionists believe that a similar feature
evolved two or more times independent of each other, they call it “convergent evolution.” One college biology textbook lists convergent evolution
under the section: “Evolution is Supported by an Overwhelming Amount
of Scientific Evidence.”18 Another book (the free online biology textbook
from which we previously quoted) states,
Another evidence of evolution is the convergence of form in organisms that share similar environments. For example, species of
unrelated animals, such as the arctic fox and ptarmigan (a bird),
living in the arctic region have temporary white coverings during
winter to blend with the snow and ice (Figure 11.12). The similarity occurs not because of common ancestry, indeed one covering
is of fur and the other of feathers, but because of similar selection
pressures—the benefits of not being seen by predators.19
Again, this is natural selection producing change within kind.
17 National Academy of Sciences, Science, Evolution, and Creationism (Washington D.C.: The National Academies Press, 2008), 29. Free pdf at https://doi.
org/10.17226/11876 (accessed 06-27-22).
18 Campbell and Reece, 464.
19 Fowler, Roush, and Wise, section 11.3, page 260 in pdf downloaded May 25,
2022. Book is regularly updated with changes. Free pdf at https://openstax.org/
details/books/concepts-biology (accessed 06-27-22).
What Evidence Do Evolutionists Give?
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God built rich genetic diversity into living things allowing their offspring
to change in size and color, to adapt to new environments, and to significantly modify their diets, behavior, temperament, and so much more,
all “according to their kinds.” Grizzly bears and polar bears probably
descended from a common ancestor—a bear (see pages 26-27 in the fall
2016 LSI Journal at www.LutheranScience.org/2016fall). How is this evidence that a bacteria-like creature is our ancestor?

Asking Us to “Imagine” New Kinds
Evolution is a narrative (a story) about how evolutionists think
that our world and everything in it came to be without any involvement by
a god. You may be surprised to learn that evolutionists describe evolution
in a similar way, using terms like: “narrative,” “tale,” “think,” and even
“imagination.” Evolutionists—in this way—demonstrate the weakness of
their claims, since they resort to asking that we “think” how their “narrative” might be true. Underlining in the following quotes is not in the
original.
The National Academy titles chapter 2 of its book, “The Evidence
for Biological Evolution.” The Academy introduces its evidence with
these words, “Biological evolution is part of a compelling historical narrative that scientists have constructed over the last few centuries.”20
World famous evolutionary biologist Ernst Mayr revealed the following in a 2009 Scientific American article: Evolution is a “historical
narrative” which is “largely based on concepts” and written without using
scientific “laws.”21
20 National Academy of Sciences, Science, Evolution, and Creationism (Washington D.C.: The National Academies Press, 2008), 18. Free pdf at https://doi.
org/10.17226/11876 (accessed 05-24-22).
21 Ernst Mayr, “Darwin’s Influence on Modern Thought,” Scientific American
website, November 24, 2009, https://www.scientificamerican.com/article/darwins-influence-on-modern-thought/ (accessed 05-28-22). Mayr died in 2005.
Scientific American notes about this 2009 article: “This article is based on the
September 23, 1999, lecture that Mayr delivered in Stockholm on receiving the
Crafoord Prize from the Royal Swedish Academy of Science.”
20
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A 2022 article in Scientific American calls new research about
mammal evolution, “A new narrative history of mammal evolution.”22
That article even calls dinosaur extinction and the evolution of mammals
a “tale,”
This fossil mammal, Ectoconus, was a revolutionary. It lived a
mere 380,000 years after the worst day in Earth history, when
a six-mile-wide asteroid ended the Age of Dinosaurs in fire and
fury, ushering in a new world. Textbooks often tell a simple tale:
the dinosaurs died, but mammals survived and quickly took over.
Yet this account has glossed over a troubling reality: we actually
know very little about the mammals that endured the extinction.23
Evolutionist Richard Dawkins makes the amazing statement that
common descent is “a very large leap of imagination” that is “contrary to
all intuition.”24
Dawkins also provides 28 reasons why evolution could “transform a fish into a human.” Twenty-one of those reasons are examples of
change within kind, which is very weak evidence. Six of those reasons are
asking that we “imagine” that it happened or “think” that it happened. All
28 reasons are examined in the article, “Evolutionists and Creationists Often Agree—There Are Many Points of Agreement on Natural Selection,”
in the spring 2019 LSI Journal at www.LutheranScience.org/2019spring.
Here is one of Dawkins’ 28 reasons why fish evolved into humans,
Think about the difference between any one breed of dog and any
other, …Bear in mind this order of evolutionary change, and then
extrapolate backwards twenty thousand times as far into the past.
It becomes rather easy to accept that evolution could accomplish
the amount of change that it took to transform a fish into a human.25
22 Steve Brusatte, “How Mammal Prevailed,” Scientific American June 2022: 30.
23 Brusatte, 30.
24 Richard Dawkins, The Blind Watch Maker, 2nd ed. (New York: W.W. Norton
&Co., 1996), XIX.
25 Richard Dawkins, The Greatest Show on Earth―The Evidence for Evolution,
hardcover ed. (New York NY: Free Press, 2009), 82.
What Evidence Do Evolutionists Give?
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Danger to One’s Faith in Jesus
Sadly, the weak claims of evolutionists convince many Christians
to reject the Creator God of Scripture and instead believe that God used
billions of years of suffering and death to create. Once a Christian denies what God teaches about creation, he is more likely to deny what God
teaches about salvation. Also, if God used death and suffering as a means
to create, then God is the source of evil. How can God punish us for being
evil, if He is evil Himself? Once a Christian starts to believe that God used
evolution to create, his faith in Jesus is in jeopardy. For more on how evolution can destroy the Christian faith, see pages 11-12 of the summer 2021
LSI Journal (www.LutheranScience.org/2021summer) and pages 30-33 of
the spring 2021 LSI Journal (www.LutheranScience.org/2021spring).
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Has Common Descent
Become Unfalsifiable?
Mark Bergemann

Your Zoo Visit
Have you ever visited a zoo and approached an enclosure, unaware of the type of animal living there? Imagine that is happening right
now. Even though you have never seen this particular animal before, not
even in a video or photo, you immediately know it is a type of cat. Even
your 4-year-old child says, “Mommy, it’s a kitty cat.” You approach another enclosure of an animal you know from videos—a wolf. Your child
has never seen a wolf, but he immediately says, “Mommy, it’s a doggy.”
The fact is, you can often recognize new animals you encounter
as being from a particular biblical kind, as long as you are already familiar
with other animals from that kind. This 4-year-old child was familiar with
domesticated cats and dogs, so he was able to correctly recognize wild
types of those same biblical kinds of animals. There is a significant difference from one kind to another, enabling us to differentiate between them.
[Side note: Scientists do not use the biblical term “kind.” The biblical
“kind” seems, for most kinds, closest to the scientific taxonomic rank of
“family.”1 So the cat kind is probably the same as the cat family (Felidae)
and the dog kind is the dog family (Canidae).2]

1 How many biblical kinds are there? We do not know, but a very detailed and
recent estimate is that there were about 1,373 kinds of animals on Noah’s ark. Of
those 1,373 kinds, 627 are of the kinds that are still alive today, while 746 are of
extinct kinds like dinosaurs. This estimate of kinds is from the book:
Craig Froman ed., How Many Animals Were on the Ark? (Green Forest AR: Master Books, 2016) 47. Details were published in eight or more technical papers by
Answers Research Journal between 2011–2015 at https://answersingenesis.org/
answers/research-journal/ (accessed 05-29-22).
2 Andrew A. Snelling ed., Extant Ark Kind—Mammalian and Avian Kinds, vol.
1, (Hebron KY: Answers in Genesis, 2018), 57, 59.
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We can even differentiate between individual species in each biblical kind (in each family). At the zoo, you can easily tell a lion from a
tiger (separate species in the cat family), and a gray wolf from an arctic fox
(separate species in the dog family).
Evolutionary biologist Jerry Coyne wrote in his New York Times
bestselling book, Why Evolution is True,
Perhaps the most striking fact about nature is that it is discontinuous. When you look at animals and plants, each individual almost
always falls into one of many discrete groups. When we look at a
single wild cat, for example, we are immediately able to identify
it as either a lion, a cougar, a snow leopard, and so on. All cats
do not blur insensibly into one another through a series of feline
intermediates. …We see clusters in all organisms that reproduce
sexually. The discrete clusters are known as species.3
So, animals living today are in easily noticed groupings that we
call species. Also, multiple species living today are in easily noticed
groupings we call families (which seem very close to the biblical term
kind for most kinds).

Stable Species in the Fossil Record
Now let’s look at the fossil record of creatures that died in the
past. Evolutionists claim the fossil record shows over 500 million years of
new species evolving from Cambrian period creatures (trilobites, sponges,
mollusks, etc.) to the species of plants and animals we see today. Since the
time of Darwin, evolutionists have expected to see fossil evidence of one
species gradually changing into another, then that species slowing changing into another species, until we get to the species living in today’s world.
Does the fossil record show what evolutionists expect (gradual
3 Jerry A. Coyne, Why Evolution is True (New York: Viking Penguin Group,
2009), 169.
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change from one species to the next)? No, it shows the opposite—species
essentially unchanged for the span they appear in the fossil record (the
geologic column). The fossil record seems to show exactly what we see in
today’s world—animals living in the past were in easily noticed groupings
(species) and multiple species were in easily noticed groupings (families).
Evolutionists expected that fossils of creatures partway between
two species (transitional fossils) would be extremely common, but evolutionists have found just a handful of examples. Those few examples are
simply fossils of creatures in one biblical kind that have a few features
similar to another biblical kind. We see the same thing in living animals.
Foxes are in the dog family, yet foxes look closer to being a cat than other
dogs—yet foxes are still clearly in the dog family.
Darwin himself noticed that the fossil record does not show the
gradual change he expected. Famous zoology professor at Harvard, Stephen J. Gould, devoted five pages of his book to recounting how Charles
Darwin and paleontologist Hugh Falconer spent years (1859–1862) discussing the stability of species in the fossil record and how that stability
goes against the expected gradual change due to common descent.4 Darwin defended common descent by proposing that as more fossils are discovered, the changes between species would be seen in the fossil record.
Scientists who study fossils, paleontologists, have known since
Darwin’s time (for the past 165 years or so) that the fossil record shows
stable species—the exact opposite of what evolutionists predicted based
on common descent. Gould writes in 2002 (underline not in original),
Most importantly, this tale [of the Falconer–Darwin discussion]
exemplifies what may be the cardinal and dominant fact of the
fossil record, something that professional paleontologists learned
as soon as they developed tools for an adequate stratigraphic tracing of fossils through time: the great majority of species appear
with geological abruptness in the fossil record and then persist in
4 Stephen Jay Gould, The Structure of Evolutionary Theory (Cambridge: Harvard
Univ Press, 2002), 745–749.
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stasis until their extinction. Anatomy may fluctuate through time,
but the last remnants of a species usually look pretty much like the
first representatives. …Paleontologists have always recognized
the long-term stability of most species, but we had become more
than a bit ashamed by this strong and literal signal, for the dominant theory of our scientific culture told us to look for the opposite
result of gradualism as the primary empirical expression of every
biologist’s favorite subject–evolution itself.5
Famous evolutionary biologist Ernst Mayr agrees that evolutionary biologists expected the fossil record to show gradual changes between
species,
I agree with Gould that the frequency of stasis in fossil species
revealed by the recent analysis was unexpected by most evolutionary biologists.6
Another champion of evolution, Bill Nye, describes the unexpected stability of species in the fossil record. Nye writes in his 2014 book,
Some of the big mysteries that troubled Darwin lingered on. If
anything, filling in the fossil record made them even more troubling. First, new species seem to show up pretty fast in the geologic record. Darwin pondered this problem when he wrote: “…
Why then is not every geological formation and every stratum full
of such intermediate links…?” Second, once a species is established, it and its descendants often hang around, or hang upward
into the rock strata, for a long time.7

5 Gould, 749.
6 As quoted by Gould, 760. Ernst Mayr, “Separational Evolution and Punctuated
Equilibria,” in The Dynamics of Evolution, ed. A. Somit and S. A. Peterson (Ithaca
NY: Cornell Univ. Press, 1992), 32.
7 Bill Nye, Undeniable ―Evolution and the Science of Creation (New York: St.
Martin’s Press, 2014), 120-121.
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Punctuated Equilibrium
Early in their careers (1972), two soon-to-be very famous evolutionary biologists, Stephen Jay Gould and Niles Eldredge, proposed a
solution to the missing fossil problem. They named their solution, “punctuated equilibrium.” Punctuated equilibrium is the claim that biological
evolution often happens very rapidly between long periods of stability (of
“stasis”). Long stable periods of “equilibrium” are occasionally interrupted (“punctuated”) by a short period of rapid change.
Punctuated equilibrium addresses the lack of fossil evidence by
claiming that one kind of plant or animal evolved into another kind so fast
(in just thousands of years) that it left no fossil evidence (or so few fossils
that we have not yet found any).
It took some time for punctuated equilibrium to be accepted by the
scientific community,8 but it is now mainstream. College textbooks tend
to teach that change from one species into another can progress quickly
(punctuated equilibrium) or gradually, depending on environmental conditions.9
Since the time of Darwin (mid-1800s), paleontologists knew that
the fossil record does not show gradual change. It shows the opposite:
Species are essentially unchanged for the span they appear in the fossil
record (the geologic column). Gould devotes 20 pages of quotations to
documenting the fact that paleontologists knew this, but avoided public
disclosure of the static nature of species in the fossil record. Gould titles
those 20 pages, “What Every Paleontologist Knows.”10
By accepting punctuated equilibrium, the evolutionist community
(which is the scientific community) has finally publicly admitted that the
fossil record does not show gradual change in species: It shows the oppo8 Gould, 784–824, especially 822–823.
9 Such as Campbell and Reece, Biology (San Francisco: Pearson Benjamin Cumming, 2008), 501–505.
10 Gould, 745–764.
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site—unchanging species.11
So, based on a lack of the expected transitional fossils, evolutionists have modified the common descent part of the evolution story so that
one species can descend from a different ancestral species either gradually or rapidly. In that way, common descent will now reflect the fossil
record—whatever fossil evidence is found—many transitional fossils or
none. Whether fossils are found or not found, either way, evolutionists
view the common descent evolution story as being confirmed by the fossil
evidence. Evolutionary champion Bill Nye states it this way,
Once you understand genetic island formation or punctuated equilibrium, it would be weird if things were any other way. The missing nature of missing links is actually further proof of evolution.
It’s just what we expect to find out there in nature. If the fossil
record were perfect—now that would be a mystery.12
An evolutionist wrote in his college textbook, Evolution, where he
teaches that evolution is true (an expanded quote is on page 30 in the fall
2018 LSI Journal at www.LutheranScience.org/2018fall),
Hypotheses constructed so that they can never be refuted (“falsified” according to philosopher Karl Popper) are not considered scientific. …Nevertheless, crucial as these philosophical objections
appear, they have not much influenced the practice of evolutionists.
…Biologists continue to undertake evolutionary investigations
…whether the methodology is philosophically correct or not.13

11 As with most aspects of science, there are always those who disagree. Not
all evolutionists accept punctuated equilibrium, nor are they willing to admit
that the fossil record shows stable species. Evolutionary biologist Jerry Coyne
(previously quoted from his book, Why Evolution is True) is an example. Coyne
wrote a 2021 blog titled, “Punctuated equilibrium is dead; long live the Modern
Synthesis,” see https://whyevolutionistrue.com/2021/06/13/punctuated-equilibrium-is-dead-long-live-the-modern-synthesis/ (accessed 6-2-22).
12 Nye, 123.
13 Monroe W. Strickberger, Evolution, 2nd ed. (London: Jones and Bartlett Publishers, 1996), 16-17.
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Unfalsifiable
Common descent has been broadened to make it so flexible, that
it cannot be falsified, no matter what observations are made (fossils or no
fossils).
Other parts of the evolution story have also been made so flexible
that they cannot be refuted. An 8-page article in Scientific American questions the standard Big Bang model (inflationary cosmology) as an “empty
theory” that is “so flexible that no experiment can ever disprove it.” Three
prominent physicists (including Princeton’s director of their Center for
Theoretical Science, and Harvard’s astronomy department chair) wrote,
Inflationary cosmology, as we currently understand it, cannot be
evaluated using the scientific method. …These features make inflation so flexible, that no experiment can ever disprove it. Some
scientists accept that inflation is untestable yet refuse to abandon
it. They have proposed that, instead, science must change by discarding one of its defining properties: empirical testability. This
notion has triggered a roller coaster of discussions about the nature of science and its possible redefinition, promoting the idea of
some nonempirical science. …Declaring an empty theory as the
unquestioned standard view requires some sort of assurance outside of science. Short of a professed oracle, the only alternative is
to invoke authorities.14

Blunting Temptation
Creation is an article of faith, and as such, is believed by faith.15
That said, evolution as the true history of the world is strongly advocated
throughout our daily lives—on TV shows and even TV advertisements, in
most schools (starting in preschool), at zoos, museums, and theme parks—
14 Anna Ijjas, Paul Steinhardt, Abraham Loeb, “Pop Goes the Universe,” Scientific American, February 2017, 39.
15 Hebrews 11:3, “By faith we know that the universe was created by God’s
word, so that what is seen did not come from visible things.”
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just about anywhere and everywhere. This constant pressure to conform is
relentless.
Many Christians are blessed by God with the ability to resist such
temptation. Other Christians struggle with the thought that maybe, just
maybe, God really did use billions of years to create.
Every Christian, but certainly those who are tempted by evolution,
should become acquainted with the unprovable assumptions on which
evolution is based, and the overall weakness of evolutionary claims. In
doing so, the temptation to think that God used evolution to create is greatly reduced. “Evolution—a Christian Response” is an LSI video course on
creation apologetics. These ten videos (about 9 minutes each) are free at
www.LutheranScience.org/LBvideos.

We pray:
Lord, prepare our hearts—and the hearts of all people—
to be fertile ground for the seed of Your gospel, the Good News
that Jesus lived, died, and rose for us.
Keep us in regular contact with Your Word. As we read
and hear it—whenever we consider what the Scriptures say—fill
us with Your Holy Spirit.
The devil, the world, and our flesh seek to deceive us in
many ways. Do not let worldly philosophies such as “common
decent” prevent that gospel seed from growing in us.
Keep us safe from temptations to question You and Your
Word. We praise You for bringing us to faith. Keep us in that
faith, so that we may join the heavenly angels in praising You for
all eternity.
Amen
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A 4-year-old can easily identify wild cats as being cats, based
on his familiarity with house cats. See “Your Zoo Visit” on page 23.
Image credit: Pixabay.
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